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Photoshop CS4: Top 100 Simplified Tips & TricksVisual, 2009
You already know Photoshop CS4 basics. Now you'd like to go beyond with shortcuts, tricks, and tips that let you work smarter and faster. And because you learn more easily when someone shows you how, this is the book for you. Inside, you'll find clear, illustrated instructions for 100 tasks that reveal cool secrets, teach timesaving tricks, and...
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Photoshop CS6 and Lightroom 4: A Photographer's HandbookRocky Nook, 2012

	
		Adobe Photoshop is central to almost all photography workflows and Lightroom has rapidly been adopted as well. Each new version of the software is a milestone in the development of these vital imaging tools, and the 2012 releases are no exception.

		

		Photographers often feel overwhelmed when starting with Photoshop;...
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Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 1.1 for the Professional PhotographerFocal Press, 2007
Delve into the ultimate guide for professional photographers 

Harness the power and flexibility of the latest version of Adobe Photoshop Lightroom, version 1.1, with this expert guide. Professional photographers David Huss and David Plotkin show you how to work smarter, faster, and more creatively with their personal tips, tricks, and...
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Inside Lightroom 2: The serious photographer's guide to Lightroom efficiencyFocal Press, 2008
No-nonsense guide that takes you to the next level of Adobe Photoshop Lightroom     

       If you're comfortable using the basic features of Lightroom, but really want to push the envelope with this powerful software, 'Inside Lightroom' by acclaimed photographer and Lightroom Beta-tester Richard Earney is a must-have. 
...
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Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 2 on DemandQue, 2009
Welcome to Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 2 On Demand, a visual quick reference book that shows you how to work efficiently with Lightroom 2. This book provides complete coverage of basic to advanced Lightroom skills.



How This Book Works



You don’t have to read this book in any particular order. We’ve designed...
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Vision & Voice: Refining Your Vision in Adobe Photoshop Lightroom (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2010

	What if your image could only communicate one thing: one major idea, overarching theme, or driving emotion? If you identified this, you’d discover your vision for that image—the internal, invisible guiding principle that directs both how you capture the image and how you develop it in the digital darkroom.


	Without...
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Digital Photography: Essential Skills, Fourth EditionFocal Press, 2008

	Looking to take your photography to the next level? Need guidance on the basics, from choosing cameras to perfecting capture, managing files, editing images and developing a creative, critical eye?

	

	Packed with quality images to inspire and enthuse, Digital Photography: Essential Skills takes a refreshingly practical,...
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The Photoshop Lightroom Workbook: Workflow not Workslow in Lightroom 2Focal Press, 2008
Renowned gurus give the insider's guide on how to get the most from Lightroom as part of a seamless digital photography workflow     

       Photoshop Lightroom is the new software from Adobe aimed specifically at photographers and it's taking the photography world by storm. This no-nonsense guide to setting up an efficient workflow in...
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The DAM Book: Digital Asset Management for PhotographersO'Reilly, 2009

	
		One of the main concerns for digital photographers today is asset management: how to file, find, protect, and re-use their photos. The best solutions can be found in The DAM Book, our bestselling guide to managing digital images efficiently and effectively.

		

		Anyone who shoots, scans, or stores digital...
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Real World Digital Photography (3rd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2010


	Photography has a rich history, from the personal family snapshot to Earth

	rising over the moon’s horizon. In its brief 170-year history, photography has

	played many roles to a wide variety of people—from memory keeper to human

	condition revealer to personal exploration companion. Photography reveals

	how we perceive...
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Adobe Photoshop Lightroom and Photoshop Workflow BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	The digital photographer's workflow is divided into two distinct parts - the Production Workflow and the Creative Workflow. The Production workflow is used to import and organize large numbers of images, and prepare them for presentation via proof printing, Web, or slideshow. Increasingly, photographers are turning to Adobe's...
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Get Your Photography on the Web: The Fastest, Easiest Way to Show and Sell Your WorkPeachpit Press, 2011

	For today’s photographer, a clean, professional-looking website is a must. But for most, the thought of having a site that displays your work like a pro seems either too expensive or too hard to create. How can you develop an eye-catching website that looks professional, updates quickly, and even helps you make some money in the process...
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